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What is noteworthy of banknotes apart from their face value? It is the beauty of their printed
art! Each banknote is a piece of art, and even if you personally don’t like the picturesque aspects
of certain banknotes, maybe because an ugly and sombre celebrity stares at you, or maybe
because the banknote only depicts dull fantasy architecture, there still is the craftsmanship of
the designer and the printer that make that unappealing banknote a genuine piece of art. In fact,
the superior printing quality of banknotes, the diversity of security technologies implemented
and the advanced security value of these technologies, make an abyss yawn between the genuine
banknote and even highly professional counterfeits. The counterfeiter simply cannot cope with
the printing quality and the diversity and elevation of the security features incorporated. If only
the consumer would realize that every banknote is in fact an artistic and highly secure treasure,
that on adequate inspection unambiguously reveals its genuineness, counterfeiters would not
stand a chance to have their immoral merchandise successfully distributed.
Unfortunately, we consumers hardly have a clue what to look for in the first place and, secondly, we
do not bother to even casually inspect the banknotes that are handed to us daily. We just blindly trust
the cash and, in fact, this public faith is not as stupid as one might be tempted to believe, because the
chance that one will be handed a counterfeit note is quite remote. For example, Table I gives an
overview of the yearly number of euro counterfeits seized. Considering that –at the end of 2005– 10.4
billion euro notes were in circulation, the risk of receiving a counterfeit apparently is small indeed, and
it seems not worth the while at all to make an effort to inspect a banknote for anything but its face
value.
Table I – Yearly number of seized counterfeit Euro notes
Period
2002
2003
Number of counterfeits
167,000
542,000

2004
594,000

2005
579,000

But is the total number of existing counterfeit notes perhaps not much larger than the number of
counterfeits actually seized? At some moment in the lifetime of a banknote it will be returned by
financial institutions to the central bank and there it is inspected on a banknote processing system for
fitness for recirculation and authenticity. The great majority of banknotes is returned to the central
bank within a few weeks and the chance that a counterfeit note is not automatically detected and
withdrawn is virtually nil. Thus, circulating counterfeits live a very short life and the population of
circulating banknotes is kept clean in more than one sense of the word.
Is the difference in quality between our genuine notes and counterfeits always so great? That depends
on two things, the state of the art of the banknote and the competence and equipment of the
counterfeiter. If the counterfeit resistance of a banknote is only mediocre and a country –for reasons of
economical or psychological warfare– decides to abuse its banknote printing facilities to counterfeit
their enemies’ currency, the result can be extremely deceptive and only experts will be able to
recognize such notes as bogus.
A well-known example is Nazi Germany forcing Jewish concentration camp engravers to produce near
perfect British currency.
Another example, the so called “superdollar plot”, was broadcast on 20 June 2004 by BBC-1,
revealing that counterfeit US$ 100 notes were produced at the government level on an industrial scale
by North Korea. The nickname of these counterfeits is “superdollar”, which aptly expresses the
deceptive quality of these counterfeits. The superdollar notes were alleged to be so realistic that even
experts could not tell the difference. Currency News [1] recently communicated that this “highlysecretive country is known to use the same colour shift ink on its top denominations notes as those
used in US currency, and is also believed to have a fully equipped plant in the north of the country
producing counterfeit dollars.”
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Psychological warfare is frequently waged in order to demoralize the opponent with counterfeit notes
that contain propaganda like on the 10 Yen note in Figure 1:
“To the Japanese people! The money and bonds deposited in the bank, are they of any use? I recommend
that you rather buy daily necessities and commodities you will need in the future, because goods are
becoming scarce. On account of the air raids, most shops will soon be unable to open. To cope with these
difficult times, we recommend you buy food, clothing and daily necessities. Money alone cannot prevent
hunger, and it cannot be used in place of food and clothing. With savings bonds you cannot stop a child
from crying. If you are prudent, you will buy commodities instead of depositing your money. This is not a
time for saving. Now is the time for buying goods.”

Figure 1 – The P40z note (1930 - ca.1940). The United States printed
Japanese 10 Yen notes (top) with a discouraging message on the
reverse (bottom). Source: [2].

In this example, there can be no mistake in distinguishing between genuine and counterfeit. But a
more devious way of distributing propaganda on counterfeit money is presented in Figure 2. The
United States printed North-Vietnamese Dong series that had messages on a strip on the side of the
notes that could be neatly trimmed away and the fake notes spent. This served both psychological
and economical warfare. The effectiveness of the bogus notes emerges when comparing the few
number of intact fake notes with propaganda strip existing and those trimmed and spent.
Numerous examples of the use of counterfeit money in psychological and economical warfare can
be found on the internet; an interesting site with many examples, amongst which the foregoing, is
“Counterfeit notes of war” [3].
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Figure 2 – North Vietnamese 1 Dong counterfeit with messages: “Beware of another money reform.
You may lose all your wealth, fruit of your sweat and tears.” (front) and “The Communist Party is
spending your money on a hopeless war. If the war goes on, there will be nothing for you to buy.
The war is destroying your country. All your savings will be worthless.” (back). Source [4].

Apart from the deceptive counterfeits produced in the security printing facilities of sly states,
counterfeits do not nearly meet the quality of their genuine originals. This counts even for professional
counterfeits, let alone for the many digifeits produced at people’s desktops that can be easily
distinguished as bogus as long as the original note has been equipped with up-to-date security features.
Nevertheless, the quality in colour and resolution of digifeits has been steadily increasing and, security
features have been added to banknotes worldwide, which optical effects cannot be faithfully copied by
colour copiers and desktop equipment. Many of these are overt, such as metallic foils, optically
variable ink (OVI) and diffractive optically variable image devices (DOVIDs) often loosely called
“holograms”, others are covert and need dedicated readers such as magnetic stripes and inks.
For example, the new currency design US$20 note is said to be provided with an overt tracking RFID
chip, embedded in president Jackson's right eye [5,6]. The presence of the chip was discovered early
2004 when US$20 notes were placed in a microwave oven, which made the chips explode within a
few seconds (see Figure 3). The internet article [5] stated: “what is confirmed is the public policy to
embed US and European money with high tech tracking devices as part of the hulking surveillance
society.” The rumour that tracking devices were being embedded in their cash, made people decide to
wrap their notes in aluminium foil.
However, having a good look at Figure 3 will reveal that not all notes are series 2004 $20 notes, some
of the popped notes are just old 1996-2001 series $20 notes, issued in 1998, which would probably
make one rather suspicious of the credibility of these internet articles. In fact this exploding RFIDbuzz appears to be nothing but an urban legend, frantically circulating over the Internet and
demonstrating the brainless conspiracy paranoia that some civilians seem to cherish. Reading the
many naïve internet comments on these articles, it amazes how many people gratuitously give
credence to such rumours.
It is interesting to note that in January 2004, just a few weeks before the popping RFID chip frenzy
broke out, Maurice Perron of the Banque de France published a paper on chips in banknotes as third
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line security features at an authoritative international conference on document security [7]. In his
conclusion the author gives an unambiguous statement on the purpose of chips in banknotes:
“New routes are incontestably going to be opened to develop new security systems for banknotes with the
use of electronic chips. It is already the case for other security documents like identity documents where
traceability is essential and for which therefore chips represent an incomparable technological input. For
banknotes for which, on the contrary, traceability is contradictory with the requirement of anonymity, the
interest of chips can only come for an enhancement of the security of the transaction. This is our objective
in this program to preserve people's privacy when using banknotes.”

Figure 3 – The presence of RFID chips embedded in the new US$ 20 was
said to be demonstrated by their explosion in a microwave oven. Source [6].

If not annoying, it may be funny to observe that gullible citizens believe to “reveal” the presence of
RFID chips in banknotes by frying them in microwave ovens. A simple non-destructive investigation
in transmitted light, with a magnifier, will reveal that there is exactly nothing suspicious present in
president Jackson's right eye in whichever US$ 20 note.
What then caused these suspicious dollar notes to ignite? Well, simply because the polar molecules in
paper will heat up in a microwave oven to reach paper ignition temperature (approx. 233°C;
“Fahrenheit 451” [8]), banknotes will burn in a microwave oven as will any paper for that matter. As a
demonstration I fried a little booklet on the turntable’s centre of my microwave oven and it neatly
burned, starting in its centre, from the inside out. The uneven heating is due to the uneven distribution
of microwave energy inside the oven. Yet, I don’t believe the pages of my booklet contained RFID
chips. In know, I know, one should not burn books, but this one just was a tasteless cook-book anyway
and I did not go so far as one of the internet critics who wrote: “I put a frog in my microwave and it
burst into flames. Around the right eye no less. I guess the government is placing RFID tags in frogs.”
I return to the asserted quality gap existing between original notes and even highly professional
counterfeits and give a few of the countless examples available. The watermark is by far the oldest
security feature existing, the first watermarks appearing in Italy during the 13th century, and one
might expect professional counterfeiters to have caught up with that ancient technology. Nothing is
less true. Figure 4 demonstrates that even watermark imitations of semi-professional counterfeiters can
be hilarious. Apart from the fact that the counterfeiter had to resort to a printed imitation because the
watermarking of paper was beyond his capacity, the artwork itself is pathetic, if not straight out funny.
But even in the rare case that organized counterfeiters gain access to a paper mill and produce actual
watermarks, their production obviously lacks quality, as Figure 5 shows. The counterfeit watermark
has a significantly lower resolution and dynamic range, while the highlight element is definitely
inferior. Moreover, Figure 5 shows that the paper embedded security thread has been poorly imitated
by printing.
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Figure 4 – Original shadow watermark with highlight watermark in a 100 DM 100 note (left)
and an imitation watermark printed with a yellowish ink in a semi-professional counterfeit note
(right).

Figure 5 – Original shadow watermark with highlight watermark in a 100,000 Italian Lire note
(left) and an actual watermark in a professional counterfeit note (right).

I would like to give just one more example of the pitfalls that counterfeiters can run into. Figure 6
shows the line offset fluorescent security printing on the DM 100 note. The genuine note fluoresces
about equally bright under long wave UV irradiation (360 nm waveband) as under short wave UV
irradiation (254 nm wave band). The professional counterfeiter has done his utmost to meet the
fluorescent characteristics of the original, but the results are disastrous. Under long wave UV, the
brightness of counterfeits’ fluorescence is negligible, while only under short wave UV his fluorescent
printing becomes visible. This counts equally for the printed imitation fibres, the serial numbers and
the line offset architectural design. Obviously the counterfeiter had no clue about the existence of long
wave and short wave fluorescent inks and was not even aware of the fact that UV sources at counters
operate on long wave UV. Therefore, the fluorescent printing on the counterfeit remains practically
useless. I find such blunders quite funny. Other obvious indications of the note being bogus are the
obvious presence of the printed watermark and windowed thread imitations, which become dark under
UV. For the attentive security inspector, there is another clue: the original line offset fluorescence is of
the rainbow type, it smoothly runs from yellow to green fluorescence. This subtlety was also beyond
the competence of this professional counterfeiter.
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Figure 6 – Fluorescence of a DM 100 note (left), and of a line offset counterfeit (right), in long wave ultraviolet
(top) and short wave ultraviolet irradiation (bottom).

So, if this gap between genuine and bogus is so wide indeed, what then is the problem? As a matter of
fact, the cursory inspector does not easily notice the relevant differences: adequate inspection requires
knowledge, attentiveness, the inspection of more than one security feature, and possibly tools as well.
This means that the genuineness of a banknote cannot be suitably confirmed by the rapid inspection of
one single security feature. Genuineness can only be established after inspection of so many different
falsifiable features until the examiner becomes sufficiently convinced of the genuineness of the note.
In daily practice, this involves the scrutiny of at least two, but preferably more security features:
"No single element, not the paper, not the ink, not the method of printing, not the hologram nor any
optically variable device alone defines the validity or genuineness of the document. It is the integration of
all these elements which eventually results in a secure document." [9].

This is a deplorable and impracticable state of affairs because it effectively impedes adequate
banknote inspection by the public. However, this is the official position taken by all currency issuing
organizations. It has caused Ian Lancaster, an authority in the field, to declare that: “[...] I believe that
it has become clear that the public do not either care enough or have adequate knowledge to undertake
even first line inspection.” [10]. I would counter this gloomy statement by pointing at the common
sense public faith: the chance of collecting a counterfeit note and suffer the penalty is extremely small,
so why inspect at all? It is just not worth the while!
Is this the deathblow for first line security features? Not necessarily, and I would like to clarify this by
pointing out that we can distinguish two types of security features: falsifiers and verifiers. If
verifiability is defined as the state of being confirmable as true (genuine) and falsifiability as the state
of being confirmable as false, it can be upheld that many first line security features are merely
falsifiers. Let me give an example of a falsifier: the front-back register feature. If you inspect a
banknote and find that front and back printing are in perfect register, does that prove that it is genuine?
No, I have seen counterfeits with excellent front-back register, even amateur counterfeits. In fact, this
see-through feature is advantageously used by counterfeiters to line up their print runs. Of course, if
front and back appear out of register, the note is falsified, but when in register it is not verified.
Another example: the tactility of intaglio printing. I have seen line offset counterfeits which had
excellent tactile relief embossed in register with the line offset printing that should have been intaglio.
Counterfeiters have no intaglio presses, but they can accurately emboss the paper. The absence of
tactility falsifies the note unless it is extremely worn, but its presence does not verify it. Other
examples of falsifiers are watermarks, fluorescent features, paper embedded security threads,
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windowed threads, microtext, metallic foils, etc.; the counterfeiter is able to either originate these
features or deceptively imitate them [11]. How many falsifiers are we prepared to examine in first line
before we are convinced that a note is genuine? Admittedly, falsifiers present definite hurdles that the
counterfeiter must try to jump, but they do not successfully serve the public.
Obviously, it would be ideal to have at least one ergonomic verifier available that permits first line
examination in a glimpse, in short: effortless and reliable verifiability.
What then are verifiers? The history of document security is replete with verifiers that gradually fell
off to become mere falsifiers in the perpetual process of counterfeiters –always being one step behind–
steadily mastering the newly developed security technologies. The historical account presented by
Karel Schell is illuminating [12].
In the late eighties, for example, DOVIDs entered the stage, first the Mozart Kinegram on the Austrian
5000 schilling note, then the captain Cook Pixelgram on the Australian 10 dollar commemorative
polymer note. Since, the application of DOVIDs as banknote security features has boomed and they
provided unrivalled first line security. Counterfeiters had no access to these technologies and had but
inadequate shortcuts at their disposal. DOVID imitations were poor enough to be unimpressive so that
well designed DOVIDs served as valuable first line verifiers. However, with the advancement of
optical holography and consecutive proliferation of dot-matrix holographic equipment, traditional
DOVIDs began to gradually shift from being verifiers to falsifiers. Nevertheless, novel verifiable
DOVIDs were developed displaying first line optical effects that cannot be mimicked by optical
holographic equipment. Examples are OVD-Kinegram’s (Switzerland) “diffractive watermark” and
Hologram Industries’ (France) “diffractive identification device” (DID), both based on diffractive
gratings with non-sinusoidal fringe cross sections that cannot be created with common holographic
means. Both verifiers are described in chapter 6 of “Optical Document Security” while samples are
added to the appendix of this textbook [13].
Meanwhile, an exiting novel verifier has sprouted on the branch of optically variable devices. It is the
“Motion” feature, invented and developed by Nanoventions (USA) and produced by Crane Ltd.
(USA). It first appeared in March 2006 on the 1000 SEK note (Figure 7) and is expected to be applied
on Mexican currency next. The Motion feature displays the face value “1000” and crown icons about
2mm high. Remarkably, on tilting the feature about a horizontal axis, the images also move
horizontally, while moving vertically on tilting it about a vertical axis. This counterintuitive optical
phenomenon is based on moiré magnification [14]: the moiré interference between a microscopic icon
grid and an overlaying microlens array, as shown in Figure 8. A video clip of this funny effect is
presented at the website of the Swedish Riksbank [15]. Figure 9 shows microphotographs of the lens
and icon arrays in the SEK 1000 windowed thread, illustrating the high-tech level of this feature. The
purport of the Motion feature is that it can be verified with great ease under all lighting conditions,
while its production requires high-technology that is not generally available, and no adequate shortcuts
exist. These are the characteristics of true verifiers.
What is noteworthy of banknotes apart from their face value and the beauty of their printed art? It is
their verifying power. Banknotes that do not carry one single verifier do not allow the consumer to
adequately inspect them, and even prolonged public education is not going to ever improve that. It is
irrational to expect the public to inspect more than one single banknote security feature.
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Figure 7 – Swedish 1000 SEK note (issue 2006) with “Motion” feature integrated in windowed thread
(top) and detail of windowed thread (bottom).

Figure 8 – Schematic of the Motion feature composition: a $-icon
grid and a microlens array. (From US2005/0180020 A1).
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Figure 9 – Microphotographs of the “Motion” feature in the 1000 SEK note: top layer consisting of an array of 30
μm microlenses (left) and bottom layer containing a grid of 10 μm microtext (right). The divisions of the scales are
10 μm.
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